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The Exploitation of Voice in Zora Neale Hurston’s Their Eyes Were Watching
God a nd Toni Morrison’s Tar Baby
—————————————————————————————————
Tanzania Browne
Words mean more than what is
set down on paper. It takes the
human voice to infuse them with
deeper meaning. ~Maya Angelou

Introduction:
In literature, voice is a literary device authors use to empower their characters. In fact,
both Zora Neale Hurston, in her renowned novel Their Eyes Were Watching God, and Toni
Morrison, in her 1981 novel Tar Baby, exploit voice in different ways. This thesis will
investigate and explore the ways in which both of these authors utilize and explore a character’s
voice in their literary works.
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. defines the phrase free indirect discourse as discourse that initially
appears to be indirect discourse, but that which is “penetrated” by the author of the literary work.
He states that, “A convenient way to think about free indirect discourse is that it appears initially
to be indirect discourse (by which I mean that its signals of time and person correspond to a
third-person narrator’s discourse), ‘but it is penetrated, in its syntactic and semantic structures,
by enunciative properties, thus by the discourse of a character,” and even in Hurston’s case by
that of characters” (Gates 208). While free indirect discourse allows for an opinion of an author
and/or a narrator to be merged with that of a character, the technique has the potential of
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silencing a character all together. As you will see, there are several instances in Their Eyes where
this technique appears to silence Janie’s character.
The working of voice in Their Eyes and Tar Baby reveals Janie and Jadine’s strengths.
Janie’s strength is her ability to control her silence, as is seen in the court scene--when Janie is
put on trial for Tea Cake’s death--in which she chooses to remain silent. Although she is silenced
by the narrator, the instances in which she deliberately chooses to remain silent allows her to use
her control of her voice as her ultimate power. Moreover, Jadine is rarely silenced. Jadine is
empowered by her ability to defend herself. This empowerment can be seen mainly in her
interaction with Son, Morrison’s male protagonist.
Toni Morrison’s third-person omniscient narrator actively narrates a large chunk of Tar
Baby. Morrison’s narrator, however, is not as intrusive as Hurston’s narrator in Their Eyes Were
Watching God. At times, Hurston’s narrator’s intrusion bereaves Janie of her voice and
ultimately pushes her to the side, creating a double silencing throughout the novel, while
Morrison’s third-person omniscient narrator empowers Jadine by highlighting her voice
throughout the text. Nevertheless, contrary to what most critics may argue, Janie’s silence
becomes her ultimate strength, as she often chooses when and when not to be silent.
Moreover, double silencing occurs when a character is silenced by other characters in the
novel but is also silenced by a third-person omniscient narrator. That is, there are two types of
silencing being portrayed in Their Eyes: the first and most obvious is the silencing of Janie by
her three husbands. The second is the indirect and subtle silencing of Janie by Hurton’s
third-person omniscient narrator. The text opens and ends in third-person omniscient voice,
which allows for a maximum of information giving” (Gates 184), as noted by Henry Louis Gates
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in The Signifying Monkey: A Theory of African-American Literary Criticism, but also this
third-person omniscient voice is constant throughout the entire text. And although the use of a
third-person omniscient voice “allows for a maximum of information giving,” it can also rob a
character of her voice. This is what occurs in Their Eyes. Janie is robbed of her voice by the
narrator. There are times when the narrator’s voice is intertwined with Janie’s voice, creating a
scenario where Janie appears to be voiceless.
An important question that arises is whether or not Janie is truly liberated at the end of
the novel. While Janie develops and discovers her voice throughout some parts of the novel, the
narrator’s double silencing defeats the purpose of Janie’s discovery of her voice at the end of the
novel. It is important to note that while I will reveal the double silencing which occurs in
Hurston’s novel, my main argument surrounds how Hurston uses Janie’s silence as her strength
and how Morrison uses Jadine’s voice to empower her character.
Zora Neale Hurston created Janie in order to unveil a woman’s steps toward
self-discovery and freedom in a world spiked with constraint. Perhaps her hope was to pave the
way for her protagonist to discover and ultimately utilize her voice. There are moments
throughout the novel where Janie attempts to break free from being silenced by other characters
in the novel. However, Janie never breaks free from being silenced by Hurston’s third-person
omniscient narrator. This leaves the reader with an important question to answer: does Janie
ultimately find her voice toward the end of the novel? Although it may appear that Janie does
find her voice toward the end of the novel, she does not. And because she does not break free
from being silenced by Hurston’s third-person narrator, it is impossible to conclude that she
does, in fact, break free from being silenced altogether. It is true that Janie frees herself from
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oppression and that she finds her voice at certain points throughout the text. Nevertheless,
because Janie is not simply silenced in Their Eyes but rather “double silenced,” it is simply not
enough to say she finds her voice toward the end of the novel. The vital fact is that the narrator
intrudes at a rate that allows us to conclude that Janie never firmly establishes her voice fully.
Moreover, another important question to consider is what might Toni Morrison have
learned from Hurston’s creation of Janie that might have prompted her own creation of Jadine? It
is important to note that Jadine is also a flawed character, and she is also attempting to rediscover
and find herself throughout Tar Baby; Jadine, however, is a character whose voice is strongly
present from the beginning of the novel to its end. Janie seeks to discover her voice throughout
Their Eyes, and she eventually does so, although not fully. Jadine’s strength, from the beginning
of Tar Baby is her voice. Morrison made sure to create a character who, from the very start of
Tar Baby, was a fierce and strong individual, despites her flaws. To Morrison, then, the African
American woman is not just a property of marriage, but rather a woman who makes her own
decisions. Although at times selfish ones, the decisions that Jadine makes allows her to showcase
her individuality and her own sense of power. Janie ultimately uncovers a similar strength in
Their Eyes. Nevertheless, it takes her longer to reach this point of power. Morrison wanted her
female protagonist to possess this power from the very start of her novel.
In the first part of this thesis, I will cover Janie’s double silencing. However, I will also
present examples of how Hurston uses Janie’s silence as her character’s strength. I will then
discuss how Morrison uses Jadine’s voice as her strength all throughout Tar Baby, and show how
Jadine’s character contrasts with Janie’s character
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Chapter One
More than a simple love story:
Alain Locke criticized Hurston’s Their Eyes as a simple love story. Richard Wright wrote
a similar review of the novel, claiming that it “oversimplified” and distorted the character of
African Americans in a way he thought fed into white stereotypes (Kamara). However, Hurston
strategically uses Janie’s love story to tell a more important story: one of black consciousness
and self discovery. In addition, Joe Stark’s storyline produces an image of an African American
man striving to progress in life, to attain what was deemed unattainable for African Americans
for centuries: land and wealth. When readers and critics assess Their Eyes, they should view the
novel holistically and look at what Hurtston accomplished overall.
There are many important themes and lessons Hurston hoped for her readers to garner
from reading Their Eyes. And although the story appears to be a simple love story, there are
deeper, innate lessons that are important to underscore. There is no denying that Janie’s quest for
consciousness commenced under the pear tree, “She thought for a while and decided that her
conscious life had commenced at Nanny’s gate” (10). Janie’s quest to find her voice can be
compared to African Americans’ quest to finding a collective voice. In fact, according to Gates,
Janie’s quest for consciousness is her quest to become a speaking black subject (pg. 181). The
silencing of African Americans has been an ongoing obstacle that the race has faced for decades
and continues to face today. Hurston uses silencing as a device to attempt to free Janie from
oppression. However, although Janie eventually breaks away from oppression, she does not
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ultimately break away from silencing. The “double silencing” in the novel, toward the end, turns
into silencing because Janie rids herself of her husbands silencing. She, however, does not
manage to rid herself of the narrator’s silencing.
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Silencing of Janie by other characters:
W.E.B Du Bois discusses the importance of black consciousness and self discovery in his
literary work, The Souls of Black Folk. Nanny’s subplot in Their Eyes sets up Janie’s quest for
consciousness. Nanny pressures Janie to marry Logan for financial security after she catches her
kissing Johnny Taylor, fearing that Janie would start walking down a wrong path: “Ah wants to
see you married right away” (12) . . . “Tain’t Logan Killics Ah wants you to have, baby, it’s
protection” (15). Modern-day readers may think that Nanny is rather old school and that she
oversteps her boundaries by forcing Janie into an arranged marriage. However, Hurston wants
her reader to sympathize with Nanny. She allows Nanny to tell her slave narrative to Janie,
allowing the reader to empathize with Nanny and understand why she wants Janie to embark
upon a journey of marriage. Nanny says to Janie:

Honey, de white man is de ruler of everything as fur as Ah been able tuh find out,
Maybe it’s some place way off in de ocean where de black man is in power, but
we don’t know nothin’ but what we see. So de white man throw down de load and
tell de nigger man tuh pick it up. He pick it up because he have to, but he don’t
tote it. He hand it to his womanfolks (14).

Similarly to Nanny’s viewpoint about the Negro’s place in society, Du Bois makes several
powerful claims, one of which asserts, “After the Egyptian and Indian, the Greek and Roman, the
Teuton and Mongolian, the Negro is a sort of seventh son, born with a veil, and gifted with
second-sight in this American World, — a world which yields him no true self-consciousness,
but only lets him see himself through the revelation of the other world” (5). Both Nanny, through
Hurston, and Du Bois collectively come to an important conclusion about the Negro: the Negro
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is in last place. He is not as important as the white man. And so in order to help Janie and the
reader understand her point of view, she provides us with her background as a slave. Again, this
helps the reader to understand Nanny’s thought process behind wanting Janie to marry Logan.
As aforementioned, Hurston uses Nanny’s slave narrative to set up Janie’s quest for self
discovery and consciousness, a journey the black race has embarked upon, according to Du Bois:

To the tired climbers, the horizon was ever dark, the mists were often cold, the Canaan
was always dim and far away. If, however, the vistas disclosed as yet no goal, no resting
place, little but flattery and criticism, the journey at least gave leisure for reflection and
self-examination; it changed the child Emancipation to the youth with dawning
self-consciousness, self-realization, self-respect. (7)

One of my subarguments in this thesis is that Hurston shares some of the sentiments Du Bois
argues in Souls. If we assess Nanny’s slave narrative as the “past” and how African Americans
were treated and thought of, then we can use Janie’s desire for consciousness to argue that her
quest is a symbol of progress. In fact, not only does Janie’s individual story manifest black
progression, but also Joe Stark’s success story as mayor of Eatonville speaks to the black
progression Du Bois mentions in his book.
Although readers empathize with Nanny’s slave narrative and understand why she wants
Janie to marry Logan, readers cannot deny that she silences Janie in the process. When Janie
pleads with Nanny, “Ah ain’t gointuh do it no mo’, Nanny. Please don’t make me marry
Mr.Killicks” (15). Nanny insists that she marries him, not for love but rather for security:

Ah ain’t gittin’ ole, honey. Ah’m done ole. One mornin’ soon, now, de angel wid de
sword is gointuh stop by here. De day and de hour is hid from me, but it an’t be long. Ah
ast de Lawd when you was uh infant in mah arms to let me stay here till you got grown.
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He done spared me to see de day. Mah daily prayer now is tuh let dese golden moments
roll on a few days longer til Ah see you safe in life (15).

As this example demonstrates, Nanny silences Janie by attempting to make her feel guilty by
telling her that she is getting old and that she wants her to be financially stable through marriage
so that when she leaves the earth, she can leave in peace knowing that Janie is well-off
financially. According to Micheal Awkward’s “The Inaudible Voice of It All”: Silence, Voice,
and Action in Their Eyes Were Watching God:
Nanny forces [Janie] to wed Logan Killicks, a middle-aged widower whose affluence
includes an “often-mentioned sixty acres” of land (38). To ensure Janie’s adherence to
her instructions, Nanny slaps her violently and informs her of her believe that “De nigger
woman is de mule uh de world” (29). As a result of her own slave experiences, Nanny
has developed a rhetoric and a pattern of living that she deems appropriate for all
Afro-American woman. However. She herself has been unable to realize her own goals
or to share her text. Her actions, in other words, have not allowed for an expression of
voice (22).

Although Nanny silences Janie in this chapter, her silencing of Janie is necessary in order to
ignite Janie’s quest to find her voice and to reach the “horizon,” because without Nanny’s
actions, Janie wouldn’t have been able to actualize her quest for her independence, and, as a
result, wouldn’t have embarked upon the journey she embarked upon.
Janie’s voice attempts to peek through when she goes over to the Washburns, Nanny’s
white employers, to inform her that she doesn't love Logan like she thought she would: “. . .you
told me Ah mus gointer love him, and, and Ah don’t Maybe if somebody was to tell me how, Ah
could do it” (23). Although Janie attempts to speak up about her worries to Nanny, she is still
unable to get across her real confession: she wants to leave Logan because she doesn't love him.
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She is not able to come forward and tell Nanny this straight out. Instead, she says that she doesn't
love him as Nanny promised she would eventually learn to do. Janie, at this point in the novel,
realizes that love is not something that can be taught. However, she frames her conversation with
Nanny in this manner because she is afraid to come right out and say what she wants to say.
Nanny responds to Janie by saying, “You come heah wid yo’ mouf full uh foolishness on uh
busy day. Heah you got uh prop tuh lean on all yo’ bawn days, and big protection, and
everybody got tuh tip dey hat tuh you and call you Mis’ Killicks, and you come worryin’ me
‘bout love.’” (23). Again, Hurston’s readers can understand Nanny’s perspective because of her
background as a slave. Nanny sees and understands the world differently, and she forces her own
personal worldview of financial stability upon Janie and reminds her that love is foolishness and
should not be sought after. Nevertheless, what Nanny fails to realize in this scene is that she is
exerting severe control over Janie’s life, which eventually silences her. In other words, Janie
accepts Nanny’s control over her life, and, as a result, she does not speak up against Nanny or
stand up for her beliefs.
Janie’s second husband, Joe Starks, is an example of a conscious black man who seeks
progress. I will go as far as to argue that Joe Starks is Hurston’s prime example of a New Negro.
Not only does he manage to save up approximately three hundred dollars, but also he seeks to
invest that money to build an all-black town; hence, his move to Eatonville with Janie. Du Bois’
Souls makes an important claim that is relevant to Jody’s character’s way of thinking:
He began to have a dim feeling that, to attain his place in the world, he must be himself.
And not another. For the first time he sought to analyze the burden he bore upon his back,
that dead-weight of social degradation partially masked behind a half-name Negro
problem. He felt his poverty; without a cent, without a home, without land, tools, or
saving, he had entered into competition with rich, landed, skilled neighbors. To be a poor
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man is hard, but to be a poor race in a land of dollars is the very bottom of hardships. He
felt the weight of his ignorance--not simply of letters, but of life, of business, of the
humanities; (7).

Although Hurston doesn’t describe much about what prompted Joe to save the money he did--as
an African American man living in a world of whites--and invest in land, we can assume that he
yearned for progress and for a better future, and perhaps felt the burden of being a black man
living in America. And that is the feeling Du Bois describes in the paragraph cited above: a
collective yearning that activates as a result of a certain type of burden felt by people of color.
This kind of burden is the same kind of burden that ignited and started the New Negro
Movement, a movement started by African Americans who sought a brighter future and who
wanted to rid the race of stereotypes and prejudice felt by the race as a result of being the
minority. Hurston, herself, says it best in her article, “Characteristics of Negro Expression”:

. . . if we look at it squarely, the Negro is a very original being. While he lives and moves
in the midst of a white civilisation, everything that he touches is re-interpreted for his
own use. He has modified the language, mode of food preparation, practice of medicine,
and most certainly the religion of his new country, just as he adapted to suit himself the
sheik hair-cut made famous by Rudolph Valentino (Hurston).

Joe’s character epitomizes this description of the negro. Joe has worked in a white civilization
and he managed to save money to create his own world. Moreover, Hurston’s readers can
assume that Joe is a man with ambition. Although Joe’s character was created to display an
African American man who has ambition, a much-needed attribute of any black man (or woman)
who wants to change how the race is seen by the majority, there are some characteristics that
Hurston designates to Joe that are not appetizing to the reader. Joe is old school and believes that
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a woman is just that, a woman. She can and cannot do certain things. In fact, Joe appears to live
in a patriarchal world in which he believes he is the ruler of his household. No wonder, then, his
marriage with Janie is confrontational. Just as Nanny does, Joe also silences Janie. One of the
earliest examples in the novel of Joe silencing Janie is when she is asked to make a speech
during the celebration of him successfully purchasing more land in Eatonville. Joe’s response to
the request that Janie gives a speech is, “Thank yuh fuh yo’ compliments, but mah wife don’t
know nothing’ ‘bout no speech-makin’. Ah never married her for nothin’ lak dat. She’s a
woman” and her place is in de home” (43). Hurston makes clear here that Joe’s philosophy of
who a woman is is in line with that of Nanny’s. This old-fashioned way of thinking has been
transferred to Joe and is being enforced because Nanny is no longer alive. Moreover, Janie does
not defend herself, not even while they are alone walking home shortly after. “She went down
the road behind him that night feeling cold. He strode along invested with his new dignity,
thought and planned out loud, unconscious of her thoughts” (43). Janie was rightfully upset and
felt that Joe suppressed her speech. Nevertheless, Janie’s voice is nonexistent. We know that her
thoughts are there, but her voice is absent. In most of her interactions with Joe, Janie holds back.
Her voice is silenced, and we get her thoughts through the narrator rather than through her.
Moreover, while gossiping about Joe and his ways, the townspeople comment on Janie’s
hair. They say, “Whut make her keep her head tied up lak some ole ‘oman round de store?
Nobody couldn’t git me tuh tie no rag on ma head if Ah had hair lak dat” (49). Janie’s head tie
symbolizes oppression. She is forced to tie up her beautiful hair. Tying up her hair means tying
up her beauty. A woman’s hair is her strength. Her hair defines her and makes her strong; “This
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business of the head-rag irked her endlessly. But Jody was set on it. Her hair was NOT going to
show in the store. It didn’t seem sensible at all” (55).
And one night he had caught Walter standing behind Janie and brushing the back of his
hand back and forth across the loose ends of her braid ever so lightly so as to enjoy the
feel of it without Janie knowing what he was doing. Joe was at the back of the story and
Walter didn’t see him. He felt like rushing forth with the meat knife and chopping off the
offending hand. That night he ordered Janie to tie up her hair around the store (55).

Walter’s action of brushing his hand back and forth across Janie’s hair not only made Joe angry,
but also made him feel that he was right in asking Janie to tie up her hair. Again, his demand of
Janie is an act of oppression in the novel. Janie’s obedience in agreeing to tie her hair
up--without objection--can also be viewed as an act of voicelessness because she initially ties her
hair up as a result of Joe’s demand. Janie didn’t have a say. She simply obeyed Joe’s demand.
Furthermore, when the mule dies, Joe orders Janie to stay in the shop while the whole
town, including himself, watches the “drag out.” Joe tells Janie, “I god, Lum, you fasten up dis
store good befo’ you leave, you hear me?” He was eating fast and talking with one eye out of the
door on the operations'' (59)” “What you tellin’ ‘im tuh fasten up for, Jody?” Janie asked,
surprised” (60). Jody replies, “‘Cause it won’t be noboy heah tuh look after de store. Ah’m goin’
tuh de draggin’ -out mahself.” (60). Janie then says, “Tain’t nothing’ so important Ah got tuh do
tuhday, Jody. How come Ah can’t go long wid you tuh de draggin’ - out?” (60). After Janie asks
this question, Joe becomes speechless, and then after a pause he says, “Why, Janie! You
wouldn’t be seen at uh draggin’ -out, wouldja? Wid any and everybody in uh passle pushin’ and
shoving’ wid they no-manners selves? Naw, naw!” (60). With this exchange between Janie and
Jodie, Hurston aims to show that Joe is simply oppressing Janie because he is jealous and
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because he has the authority to do so. With everyone in the town going to see the drag out, the
shop has no customers. Nevertheless, Joe does not want Janie to leave the store. She is forced to
stay behind because she is ordered to.
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Double Silencing by Hurston’s third-person omniscient narrator through free indirect
discourse:
Janie is silenced by the narrator in Their Eyes through “free indirect discourse.”
According to Gates, “free indirect discourse attempts to represent “consciousness without the
apparent intrusion of a narrative voice, thereby, “presenting the illusion of a character’s acting
out of his [or her] mental state in an immediate relationship with the reader” (Gates 208). Free
indirect discourse is subtle and can only be detected through close reading of a text. Gates
continues, “when it is used in conjunction with Janie, empathy obtains and an illusory
identification results, an identity we might call lyric fusion between the narrator and Janie.
Bivocalism, finally, or the double-voiced utterance, in which the two voices co-occur, is this
text’s central device of naturalization . . .” (209). In the novel, Hurston uses both direct discourse
and free indirect discourse. And although Janie does speak through dialogue throughout the
novel, there are many moments where the narrator takes over, oftentimes conveying Janie’s
feelings to the reader. Because of this, Janie does not only experience silencing by other
characters throughout the novel, but also she experiences silencing by the narrator. As
aforementioned, at times Janie does not tell the characters in the novel her true feelings, the
readers are told how she feels by the narrator.
When we look back at the passage where Janie was asked to give a speech as the mayor’s
wife, we notice that this is one of the many instances where Janie is double silenced. For
instance, she is silenced when Joe declines giving a speech. However, she is also silenced in the
passage when the narrator takes over her voice through free indirect discourse. While Joe and
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Janie were walking home that night, the narrator describes Janie’s feelings on her behalf. She
says, for instance:
Janie made her face laugh after a short pause, but it wasn’t too easy. She had never
thought of making a speech, and didn’t know if she cared to make one at all. It must have
been the way Joe spoke out without giving her a chance to say anything one way or
another that took the boom off of things. But anyway, she went down the road behind
him that night feeling cold. He strode along invested with his new dignity, thought and
planned out loud, unconscious of her thoughts (43).

This scene and paragraph are an immaculate example of double silencing. Here, the narrator
gets into Janie’s head and describes to Hurston’s reader what Janie is feeling because Janie
cannot and does not vocalize her feelings to Joe. We are told that she made her face laugh and
that it wasn’t too easy. We get from the narrator that Janie was feeling resentful and cold because
of Joe’s action to suppress her voice.
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Narratorial intrusion:
During the mule’s lamp-lighting ceremony, when Joe asks Janie how she feels about
being the mayor’s wife, Janie speaks up and expresses her feelings to Joe. However, the narrator,
again, intrudes and explains to Hurston’s readers how Janie feels. When Joe asks Janie how she
feels being his wife, she says, “‘It’s all right Ah reckon, but don’t yuh think it keeps us in uh
kinda strain? (46). Joe responds, “‘Strain? You mean de cookin’ and waitin’ on folks?’” She
answers, “Naw Jody, it jus’ looks lak it keeps us in some way we ain’t natural wid one ‘nother.
You’s always off talkin’ and fixin’ things, and Ah feels lak Ah’m just’ markin’ time. Hope it
soon gits over.” (46). After this direct discourse takes place, the narrator’s commentary further
pushes and explains Janie’s feelings:

Janie soon began to feel the impact of awe and envy against her sensibilities. The wife of
the Mayor was not just another woman as she had supposed. She slept with authority and
so she was part of it in the town mind. She couldn’t get but so close to most of them in
spirit (46).

Janie doesn’t come right out and tell the reader how she feels through her interaction with Jody.
Instead, the narrator does so on her behalf. Her initial explanation of her feelings to Joe, although
they express the way she feels, doesn’t fully explain her feelings about how she felt. Janie holds
back her speech, and in order for the reader to understand how she truly feels without Janie
getting on bad terms with Joe, the narrator becomes her lawyer, in a sense. That is, the narrator
explains her true feelings to the reader.
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Janie’s Silence is her strength
Most critics who have criticized Janie for her lack of voice have failed to see Janie’s
silence as her strength. It is true that Janie is double silenced in Their Eyes, but at times, Hurston
uses this same silence as Janie’s strength. An example of Hurston using Janie’s voice as her
strength comes at the very beginning of the novel. As Janie returns to Eatonville after Tea Cake’s
funeral, she is grilled and talked about by her neighbors sitting on their porches. The narrator
describes the scene:

So the beginning of this was a woman and she had come back from burying the
dead. Not the dead of sick and ailing with friends at the pillow and the feet. She
had come back from the sodden and the bloated; the sudden dead, their eyes flung
wide open in judgement. The people all saw her come because it was sundown.
The sun was gone, but he had left his footprints in the sky. It was the time for
sitting on porches beside the road. It was the time to hear things and talk. These
sitters had been tongueless, earless, eyeless conveniences all day long. Mules and
other brutes had occupied their skins. But now the sun and the bossman were
gone, so the skins felt powerful and human. They became lords of sounds and
lesser things. They passed nations through their mouths. They sat in judgement
(1).

From the very start of the novel, Hurston defends Janie’s silence. By providing her readers with
this description of the townspeople on the first page, Hurston sets up her reader to feel a strong
sense of sympathy for Janie. The reader has not yet been fully introduced to Janie. However, he
begins to feel defensive on Janie’s behalf because of how judgemental the townspeople are
toward her.
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Not only are we provided with dialogue to support this observation made by the narrator but also
we are told this fact:

“ ‘What she doin coming back here in dem overalls? Can’t she fine no dress to put
on?--Where’s dat blue satin dress she left here in?--Where all dat money her husband
took and died and left her?--what dat old forty year ole ‘oman doin’ wid her hair swingin’
down her back lak some young gal? Where she left dat young lad of a boy she went off
here wid?--Thought she was going to marry--Where he left her?- -What he done wid all
her money?--Betcha he off wid some gal so young she ain’t even got no hairs--why she
doesn’t stay in her class?--’”(2).

Not only are these questions a stream of assumptions, but also they allow for the reader to view
the townspeople in an unfavorable light. Janie was also observed and judged, although in a
different light, by the men of the town. According to the narrator:

The men noticed her firm buttocks like she had grape fruits in her hip pockets; the great
rope of black hair swinging to her waist and unraveling in the winds like a plume; then
her pugnacious breast trying to bore holes in her shirt. They, the men, were saving with
the mind what they lost with the eye. The women took the faded shirt and muddy overalls
and laid them away for remembrance. It was a weapon against her strength and if it
turned out of no significance, still it was a hope that she might fall to their level some day
(2).

Again, the narrator defends Janie her by stating “It was a weapon against her strength and if it
turned out of no significance, still it was hoped that she might fall to their level some day.” Janie
never stooped to the level of the gossipers of the town, and through this, Hurston shows Janie’s
strength. Janie is in control of her energy and she is in control of her mind. She is mature enough
to understand that not every comment requires attention, and her ability to control her voice is
her ultimate strength. Readers get the sense that Janie intimidates the gossipers from the
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narrator’s description of Janie’s entrance into her home: “But nobody moved, nobody spoke,
nobody even thought to swallow spit until after her fate slammed behind her” (2). Again, Janie is
described as sophisticated because she does not look in their direction and continues to make her
way into her home.

Moreover, Pheoby, Janie’s best friend, becomes her defense and her voice. When Lulu
Moss comments, “She ain’t even worth talking’ after,” . . . “She sits high, but looks low. Dat’s
what Ah say ‘bout dese ole women runnin’ after young boys,” Pheoby says, “Well nobody don’t
know if it’s anything to tell or nor. Me, Ah’m her best friend, and Ah don’t know” (3). And after
the women expressed that they are infuriated that Janie did not say anything to them as she
passed them by, Pheoby defends her by arguing:

You mean, you mad ‘cause she ddin’t stop and tell us all her business. Any how, what
you ever know her to do so bad as y’all make out? The worst thing Ah ever knowed her
to do was taking a few years offa her age and dat ain’t never harmed nobody. Y’all makes
me tired. De way you talkin’ you’d think de folks in dis town didn’t do nothin’ in de bed
‘cept praise de Lawd. You have to ‘scuse me, ‘cause Ah’m bound to go take her some
supper.” Pheoby stood up sharply (3).

Pheoby then makes her way over to Janie’s place. It is in her conversation with Janie that the
reader learns that Janie is not silenced by the people of the town, but rather chooses to be silent
in order to protect her peace. As Janie scrubs her feet and chat and laugh with Pheoby she
mentions, “Well, Ah see Mouth-Almighty is still sittin’ in de same place. And Ah reckon they
got me up in they mouth now.” Pheoby says, “Yes indeed. You know if you oass some people
and don’t speak tuh suit ‘em dey got ruh go way back in yo’ life and see whut you ever done.
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They know mo’ ‘bout yuh than you do yo’ self. An envious heart makes a treacherous ear. They
don ‘heard’ ‘bout you just what they hope done happened.” Janie then responds, “If God don’t
think no mo’ ‘nout ‘em then Ah do, they’s a lost ball in de high grass” (5). From her
conversation with Pheoby, Janie sounds confident. She knew that the townspeople would be
talking ill of her, but she intentionally chose to ignore them. This act of ignoring the gossipers is
Janie’s strength. Again, she chooses to be silent. It is not that she could not speak up, but rather,
she knew that going back and forth with them would do her no good. And in order to avoid
confrontation, she simply went into her house. Hurston manifests Janie’s maturity from the very
beginning of the novel.
Another example of Janie’s ability to control her silence is in the court scene when she is
put on trial for Tea Cake’s death. In this scene, after Janie explains her side of the story, the
reader is told that she hushes and sits still for a while. “She didn’t plead to anybody, she just sat
there and told and when she was through she hushed. She had been through for some time before
the judge and the lawyer and the rest seemed to know it. But she sat on that trial chair until the
layer told her she could come down” (Hurston 187-188). Janie is aware of what she is up against
on trial, yet she chooses not to show weakness. All she hoped for was that they would understand
her side of the story. She did not show that she was nervous, even though there were twelve
white men on the jury. In addition, there were blacks in the courtroom who judged and grilled
her. Again, this courtroom scene shows Janie’s resilience, her bravery, and her strength.
Finally, in the passage where Janie and Mrs.Turner converse, she again chooses to be
silent at certain points during the conversation. Not because she cannot speak up, but because she
rather not comment because of her beliefs. For example, in her rebuke of black folks, Mrs.
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Turner tells Janie, “Don’t bring me no nigger docter tuh hang over mah sick-bed. Ah done had
six chillun--wazn’t lucky enough tuh raise but dat one--and ain’t never had uh nigger tuh even
feel mah pulse. White doctors always gits mah money. Ah don’t go in no nigger store tuh buy
nothin’ neither. Colored folks don’t know nothin’ ‘bout no business. Deliver me!” (142). The
narrator then says, “Mrs. Turner was almost screaming in fanatical earnestness by now. Janie
was dumb and bewildered before and she clicked sympathetically and wished she knew what to
say. It was so evident that Mrs. Turner took black folk as a personal affront to herself” (142). As
the narrator states, Janie did not know what to say at this point and time in the novel because she
could not believe what Mrs. Turner had muttered. Janie, then, is in control of her speech. She
could have easily agreed with Mrs. Turner and laughed it off. However, she did not pretend. She
could not believe what she heard, and was momentarily silent.
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Does Janie Find her voice?
Throughout Their Eyes, Janie takes small steps toward liberation, which eventually sets
her free at the end of the novel. Liberation allows Janie to formulate her voice, one that is
missing for a good chunk of the novel. The first step Janie takes toward liberation is leaving
Logan. Leaving Logan is the first decision Janie makes on her own in the novel. “What was she
losing so much time for? A feeling of sudden newness and change came over her. Janie hurried
out of the front gate and turned south. Even if Joe was not there waiting for her, the change was
bound to do her good” (32). The narrator continues, “The morning road air was like a new dress.
That made her feel the apron tied around her waist. She untied it and flung it on a low bush
beside the road and walked on, picking flowers and making a bouquet” (32). The apron in this
passage is important. It represents the oppression of being a wife. When Janie unties the apron
and throws it in the bush, she throws away her marriage. She steps toward her freedom.
However, what she soon comes to realize is that she is about to enter into another oppressive
marriage, one that will be the climax of her life.
Janie’s standing up to Joe on his death bed is an important part of the novel, in that it is
the instance where it appears to the reader that she finds her voice. It is during this moment of
Joe’s greatest weakness that Janie manages to sincerely and thoroughly tell him her
mind.“Listen, Jody, you ain’t de Jody ah run off down de road wid. You’se whut’s left after he
died. Ah run off tuh keep house wid you in uh wonderful way. But you wasn’t satisfied wid me
dey way Ah was. Naw! Mah own mind had tuh be squeeze and crowded out tuh make room for
yours in me” (86). Immediately, Joe attempts to silence her by shouting, “Shut up! Ah wish
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thunder and lightnin’ would kill yuh!” But Janie is rather not silenced. She continues on, “Ah
know it. And now you got tuh die tuh find out dat you got tuh pacify somebody besides yo ’self
if you wants any love and any sympathy in dis world. You ain’t tried to pacify nobody but
yo’self. Too busy listening tuh yo’ own big voice” (87). Later on in this passage, Joe passes
away. Thus, on Joe’s deathbed, Hurston awakens Janie’s voice.
Another example of Janie standing up to Joe is on the porch in front of the men who often
hang out at the shop. After making fun of Janie’s looks and her age, Janie admits to Jody that he
shouldn’t be disrespecting her looks and age because he himself doesn’t look good either. For
instance, Janie says:
Naw, Ah ain’t no young gal no mo’ but den Ah ain’t no old woman neither. Ah reckon
Ah looks mah age too. But Ah’m uh woman every inch of me, and Ah know it. Dat’s uh
whole lot more’n you kin say. You big-bellies round here and put out a lot of brag, but
‘tain’t nothin’ to it but yo’ big voice. Humph! Talk’ ‘bout me lookin’ old! When you pull
down yo’ birches, you look lak de change of life (79).
The men on the porch gasp: “Great God from Zion!” Sam Watson gasped. “Y’all really playin’
de dozens tuhnight.” | “Wha — whut’s dat you said?” Joe challenged, hoping his ears had fooled
him.” Walter, one of the men on the porch says, “You heard her, you ain’t blind” (79).
Eventually, Joe slaps Janie for her remarks. Moreover, according to the narrator, “there was
nothing to do in life anymore. Ambition was useless. And the cruel deceit of Janie! Making all
the show of humbleness and scorning him all the time! Laughing at him, and now putting the
town up to do the same. Joe Starks didn’t know the words for all this, but he knew the feeling. So
he struck Janie with all his might and drove her from the store” (80). As this passage illustrates,
the moment Janie defends herself and speaks up against Joe and his disrespectful comments, he
shuts her up. This time, he uses physical violence to silence her.
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When Joe dies, Janie is freed. This freedom is presented by a single act: when Janie
unties her hair. “She tore off the kerchief from her head and let down her plentiful hair. The
weight, the length, the glory was there. She took careful stock of herself, then combed her hair
and tied it back up again” (87). While Janie does tie her hair back up, she does not put back on
the scarf which hides her hair. The difference between Janie tying her hair up when ordered to do
so and doing it free willingly is that she chooses to do it; she is not ordered to do it, and she does
not cover her hair while tying it back up. By releasing her hair temporarily and combing it out,
she reaserts her strength as an individual. “She and Pheoby Watson visited back and forth and
once in a while sat around the lakes and fished. She was just basking in freedom for the most part
without the need for thought” (93). When Pheoby tells Janie about a Sanford love interest who
wants to be with Janie, she responds, “‘Tain’t dat Ah worries over Joe’s death, Pheoby. Ah jus’
loves dis freedom” (93). And Pheoby reponds, “Sh-sh-sh! Don’t let nobody hear you say that,
Janie. Folks will say you ain’t sorry he’s gone” (93). It is not that Janie is not sorry that Joe is
gone, but rather it is her freedom that she enjoys. She is not ordered to do anything she does not
want to do. Hurston underscores the impact patriarchy has on women. Janie feels mentally and
physically free, and she eventually makes another important decision in her journey to love and
self-discovery: to run off with Tea Cakes, her third and final husband in the novel.
Janie’s marriage with Tea Cake is by far her best marriage in the novel. She leaves
Eatonville with Tea Cake despite being told not to by the people in the town. With Tea Cake,
Janie experiences a whole new world of happiness. However, Tea Cake’s jealousy of
Mrs.Turner’s brother prompts him to abuse Janie. “Before the week was over he had whipped
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Janie. Not because her behavior justified his jealousy, but it relieved that awful fear inside him.
Being whipped reassured him in a bit to show he was boss” (147). And although Janie did not
want to shoot the rabies-ridden Tea Cake at the end of the novel, she had to do so to protect
herself. Tea Cake and Janie’s marriage may have been the best in the novel, but her liberation
from Tea Cake onces she shoots and kills him is her ultimate freedom. At the end of the novel,
Janie belongs to no one but herself. She is truly free and returns to Eatonville.
Shawn Miller’s “Some Other Way to Try: From Defiance to Creative Submission in
Their Eyes Were Watching God” argues that Tea Cake should not be seen as Janie’s liberator
while Logan and Joe be seen as her oppressors. He states that Tea Cake oppresses Janie in
similar ways as Logan and Joe. However, while I will agree that Tea Cake also oppresses Janie
in Their Eyes, his treatment of Janie cannot be compared to that of Logan and Joe. It is true that
Hurston gets rid of Tea Cake through Janie; nevertheless, Janie would not be the woman she is at
the end of the novel if it was not for Tea Cake. Tea Cake allows Janie experiences that Logan
and Joe did not, ultimately enabling her to become the woman she is at the end of The Eyes.
Throughout his thesis, Miller attempts to paint Janie as conniving and spiteful and Logan
and Joe as victims when, in fact, Janie is the sole victim of oppression in the novel. In fact, both
of these men silence Janie. According to Miller, Logan and Jody were hurt by Janie (as she has
been hurt by them) and their responses to her are a reaction to hurt. I will list here two examples
Miller uses, one for each husband (Logan and Joe). One of the examples he uses to defend Logan
is when Janie asks him what if she leaves him. According to Miller, Janie activated Logan’s fear
when she asked that question. It is true that she activated his fear because the narrator tells us
that she does. However, this example does not justify Logan’s oppression of Janie. She asks this
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question because of the way she has been treated and, most importantly, because she doesn't love
him. Miller also uses the example of Janie telling Joe off on the porch about his manliness. It is
true that Janie said things to Joe that should not have been said in front of other people, and it is
also true that she hurt his pride. Nevertheless, this example cannot stand up against Joe’s
multiple instances of oppression, abuse, and silencing of Janie throughout Their Eyes.
Furthermore, Janie's sole voice is absent for most of the novel. It returns toward the end
when she wraps up her story to Phoeby. “Now, dat’s how everything wuz, Pheoby, jus’ lak Ah
told yuh. So Ah’m back home agin and Ah’m satisfied tuh be heah” (191). Note that Janie tells
Pheoby that this was how everything was just like “Ah told yuh.” However, the irony here is that
Janie did not tell the story alone, at least not to the reader. It was both Janie and Hurston’s
third-person omniscient narrator who told Janie’s story. Again, it is my argument that Janie never
truly discovers her voice because of the double silencing that takes place in the novel. It is true
that there are several parts in the novel where Janie’s voice attempts to peek through. However,
because she has the help of the narrator for most of the story, it would be false to say that she
discovers her voice toward the end of the novel.
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Chapter Two
Jadine’s assertive voice in Tar Baby:
Unlike the attention Janie receives at the start of Their Eyes—t he townspeople watching
her and gossiping as she walks to her house--, Jadine does not receive such attention. Rather, she
is well received and welcomed in Valerian’s home. The beginning of Tar Baby is occupied with
an abundance of casual dialogue and exchange between Valerian Street, his wife, Margaret
Street, and their help Ondine and Sydney, Jadine’s aunt and uncle. Jadine first shows her
personality when she wakes up and goes downstairs to join the others for breakfast. Ordine tells
her, “I’ve got some nice liver. Sauteed just right. With eggs” (37), and Jadine asks, “What kind
of liver?” Ordine then says, “Chicken.” Jadine’s response to her aunt exposes her blunt
personality: “The chicken’s eggs and its liver? Is there anything inside a chicken we don’t eat?”
Sydney immediately scolds her, “Jadine, we’re still at the table,” . . . “Don’t talk like that.” “He
patted her knee” (38). When we compare Janie’s frankness with Pheoby when she comes over in
the beginning of the novel after she walks through the neighborhood to her home to Jadine’s
frankness when she comments on the chicken liver Ordine prepares, we are able to see that both
of these characters are blunt in different ways. In fact, the beginning scenes in both novels which
introduce Janie and Jadine reassert my claim that Morrison equips Jadine with a strong voice
from the start of Tar Baby--her fierceness is displayed through her dialogue with other
characters, as shown through her clever comment about the eggs and liver. Janie, on the other
hand, holds in her thoughts and ignores the townspeople as they gossip about her. Both of these
scenes, which introduce each of the protagonists foreshadow how Hurston and Morrison plan to
utilize voice in their novels. While Janie controls her mouth at times, Jadine does not.
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Throughout Tar Baby, S
 on constantly oppresses Jadine through his speech and his
actions. In Chapter Four when Jadine wakes up and discovers Son in her room, she is greeted by
unfiltered language. For instance, Son says to Jadine, “ ‘How much?’ ” . . . “ ‘Was it a lot?’ His
voice was quiet.” (120). Jadine responds, “What are you talking about? How much what?’” Son
says, “ ‘Dick. That you suck, I mean to get all that gold and be in the movies. Or was it pussy? I
guess for models it’s more pussy than cock.’ ”“He wanted to go on and ask her was it true what
the black whores always said” (120). This false accusation that Son makes not only riles up
Jadine but it also damages her pride. Son’s harsh words to Jadine not only belittles her, but also
his words suggest that black women cannot make it in the world without performing sexual
favors to get them where they need to be.
Unlike Janie, who oftentimes, does not come right out and say what’s on her mind, Jadine
is not afraid to defend herself and speak her truth. After Son disrespects her, she attacks him, and
when he tries to physically get her under control, she yells, “You rape me and they’ll feed you to
the alligators. Count on it, nigger. You good as dead right now.” Son responds, “Rape? Why you
little white girls always think somebody’s trying to rape you?” Jadine says, ‘White?’ She was
startled out of fury. “I’m not . . . you know I’m not white!” . . . “I am going to kill you. For that
alone. Just for that. For pulling that black-woman-white-woman shit on me” (121). Jadine’s
voice here is fierce and strong. This is a voice of a woman who is confident and who is not
afraid. Son has her restrained, and yet, even though she is held forcefully, she manages to voice
her opinion, one that is daring and carefree. Janie’s character, although daring at times when she
stands up to Joe, is not nearly as defiant, vocally, that is, as Jadine is in Tar Baby.
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The narrator in Tar Baby does not intrude as much as the narrator in Their Eyes.
Morrison’s third-person narrator allows for the characters in the novel to do most of the talking.
There is a balanced dialogue-narration ratio in Morrison’s novel: the narrator reports what is
happening in the novel, while allowing the characters to converse. An example of the narrator
simply reporting what is occurring in the scene is when Jadine jumps off the desk in an attempt
to attack Son for his contemptuous comments about how she has earned her success:

Jadine jumped away from the desk and leaned forward trying to kill him with her fist
while her mind raced to places in the room where there might be a poker or a vase or a
sharp pair of shears. He turned his head a little but did not raise his arms to protect
himself. All he had to do was what he did: stand up and let his height put his face and
head out of her easy reach. She stretched nonetheless trying to tear the whites from his
eyes (120).

What the narrator does in this scene is strictly narrating. The narrator describes what is occurring
in the scene. The narrator does not attempt to speak for neither Jadine nor Son in this example.
When Jadine questions Son about why he is on the run from authorities. He responded
that he killed his wife and the boy she cheated on him with. “ ‘You ran over them?’ Jadine’s
upper lip was lifted in disgust.” “No, I just busted up the place. But the car exploded and the bed
caught on fire . . . . ‘What about the man?’ | ‘It wasn’t a man; it was a boy. Thirteen, I heard.
Singed him bald, but nothing more. They had me up for Murder Two.” (176). The narrator
describes the scene:

He was still standing and now he looked down at her and noticed that she had folded her
legs under her white cotton skirt. She is scared, he thought. In the company of a killer on
an island far away from the house, she is too scared. Suddenly he liked it. Liked her fear.
Basked in it like a cat in steam-pipe heat and made him feel protective and violent at the
same time (177).
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Throughout the novel, Son invokes fear into Jadine. From creepily watching her sleep at the
beginning of the novel when he first breaks into the Valerian’s house, to constant threats and acts
of physical violence and violations. Son liked the fear he was invoking in Jadine. It made him
feel as though he has power and control over her. However, though he often invokes fear in
Jadine, again, her voice is constantly protruding, ultimately allowing the reader to declare that
she in fact has a voice.
When Son and Jadine get into an argument in Chapter Nine, Son hangs her out the
window. “Son picked her up and took her to the window. After a violent struggle he actually
held her out of it by her wrists shouting, ‘The truth is that whatever you learned in those colleges
that didn’t include me ain’t shit. What did they teach you about me? What test did they give you?
Did they tell you what I was like, did they tell you what was on my mind?” (264). Whenever Son
and Jadine get into an argument, he finds some way to oppress opinion, whether it is an act of
violence as demonstrated in the passage above or with harsh words. Moreover, the most severe
oppressive act in Tar Baby is when Son rapes Jadine. Son’s rape of Jadine also occurs in Chapter
Nine. After he goes off on a rant about black women marrying white man and having their
babies, and scaring Jadine, Son proceeds to raping her. “She looked at him and when he saw the
sheen gone from her minky eyes and her wonderful mouth fat with disgust, he tore open his shirt,
saying ‘I got a story for you’ ” (270). Jadine tells him, “ ‘Get out of my face.’ ” and Son
responds, “ ‘You’ll like it. It’s short and to the point.’ ” and Jadine screams, “ ‘Don’t touch me.
Don’t you touch me.’ ” Son creepily responds, “ ‘Once upon a time there was a farmer - a white
farmer . . .” . . . “Quit! Leave me alone!” . . . “As sure as I live,” she said, “I’m going to kill
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you.” But she didn’t. After he banged the bedroom door, she lay in wrinkled sheets, slippery,
gutted, not thinking of killing him” (270-1). The act of rape is the ultimate oppression; in this
scene Son completely disregards Jadine’s request that he stop. He forcefully penetrates her, the
most horrendous violation of the body.
Susan Everson’s “Toni Morrison’s Tar Baby: A Resource for Feminist Theology” views
Tar Baby as two stories linked together. For the purposes of this thesis, I will use her analysis of
Jadine’s character to further my position on Jadine’s quest to rediscover who she is and
ultimately regaining her freedom from Son and society’s expectations of who she should be.
Everson takes an optimistic view of Jadine’s departure to Paris at the end of the novel, claiming
that while readers may not like Jadine for her decision to leave and return to Paris, that her
decision shows courage to embark upon an unknown future. Further, she argues that when Jadine
departs to Paris, she does not betray black cultural values, contrary to popular belief. However, I
will argue that Jadine does betray black cultural values when she leaves and returns to Paris.
Nevertheless, her betrayal of black cultural values strengthens her identity. It reaffirms who she
is. Readers knew from the beginning that Jadine is not your average black protagonist; and it is
her decision to go to Paris that sets her free from Son and from Ordine’s request that she
becomes a “daughter.” More so than race, Morrison underscores the importance of a woman’s
independence in Tar Baby. Jadine is a modern-day African American protagonist who rightfully
rejects the shackles of being a woman.
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Jadine’s Silence in Tar Baby:
Although Jadine is rarely silenced in Tar Baby, there are moments when she is voiceless.
In Chapter Three, for example, as Margaret inappropriately speaks about race (just as Mrs.
Turner does in Their Eyes) , Jadine is unable to speak up against Margaret. As they are in the
middle of a discussion about how fog on the island affects their hair, Margaret says, “Oh, no.
Mine’s so stringy now,” and Jadine replies, “But it still looks okay. That’s why that haircut’s so
popular, you know? Uncombed, even wet, it’s got a shape that suits the face. This shaggy-dog
style I wear has to be worked on, and I mean worked o n. Margaret laughed:
It’s very becoming, Jade. It makes you look like what was her name in Black Orpheus?
Eurydice.” Then Valerian says, “Chee, Margaret, chee . . . Eurydi-chee.” Margaret
continues, “Remember her hair when she was hanging from the wires in the streetcar
garbage? . . . “You mean the hair in her armpits? Jadine asked. She was uncomfortable
with the way Margaret stirred her into blackening up or universalizing out, always
alluding to or ferreting out what she believed were racial characteristics. She ended by
resisting both, but it kept her alert about things she did not wish to be alert about (64).

In this part of the text, Jadine is unable to come out and scold Margaret for being inappropriate.
The reader can assume that she is unable to do so because Margaret and Valerian are her aunt
and uncle’s employers. In another example, just a couple pages later, Jadine, again, is mute. As
Valerian and Margaret argue about whether or not their son, Micheal, will visit for Christmas,
the narrator comments on Jadine:

Jadine, unable to think of anything to do or say, . watched tomato seeds slide into the
salad dressing, and set about applying the principles of a survey course in psychology.
During the two months she’d been there, Valerian and Margaret frequently baited one
another and each had a dictionary of complaints against the other, entries in which, from
time to time,they showed her. May and December marriage, she thought, at its crucial
stage (67).
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Again, in this instance, Jadine is unable to express herself, and while she is often fierce and blunt
in her speech, there are a couple instances in which she is voiceless.
Jadine is aware that discussions of Valerian and Margaret’s son, Micheal, can, at times,
become sensitive. In Chapter Three, as she sits at the dinner table with Valerian and he talks
about Micheal, she experiences yet another moment in which she remains silent. However, it is
solely because of the atmosphere and how sensitive Valerian is when he speaks about Michael.
To continue, Jadine’s control of her speech can be seen as her strength, as she is fully in control
of what she utters. Her freedom is her ability to speak whenever she desires to. And although she
is usually frank, she assesses situations and understands the mood of her environment.
Furthermore, Jadine exhibits courage toward the end of the novel when she leaves Son.
When she goes back to the island, she opens up to Ordine about Son’s physical and mental
abuse. When Ordine attempts to address the issue, she pleads, “Let’s don’t talk about it. I left and
that’s that. One thing though. If he calls here, you don’t know where I am, and if he comes here .
. .” Ordine says, “Come here?,” and Jadine responds, “Well, I don’t know, he might. Anyhow,
don’t tell him where I am” (281). Jadine’s courage to walk away from a toxic relationship with
Son becomes her ultimate power, as Morrison equips her with enough self love to know when to
leave.
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How does the narrator highlight Jadine’s voice in Tar Baby:
The third-person omniscient narrator in Tar Baby highlights Jadine’s voice by allowing
her to express herself through free indirect discourse, and with less narratorial intrusion. Many of
the passages in the novel where Jadine and Son are the sole characters are dialogue-rich
passages. Direct discourse, then, is a strategy of highlighting the characters voices in Tar Baby.
In Their Eyes, although direct discourse is utilized, there is less character interaction as there is in
Morrison’s novel. Jadine, for example, is not afraid to question Son whenever she has a question
or whenever she has an issue. Take, for instance, their exchange when she asks Son about the
woman he killed. “I should have known. That’s all you could think of to do with your life? Kill a
woman? Was she black?” Son responds, “Yes.” Jadine then says, “Of course. Of course she was.
What did she do? Cheat on you?”(176) This direct discourse continues on for a couple of
passages with limited narration.
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Free indirect discourse in Tar Baby
The ratio of dialogue to narration in Tar Baby is approximately 65:35. There are many
instances in the novel where the majority of the page is filled with direct discourse from the
characters, with minimal narration. There are passages, however, in the novel where the narrator
solely tells the story without character involvement. Nevertheless, although there are passages
where the narrator strictly narrates, the abundance of dialogue throughout the novel helps with
less intrusion from the narrator. Just as Hurston, Morrison utilizes free indirect discourse.
Nonetheless, her use of such a technique does not silence her characters but rather allow for the
reader to gain greater access to the character’s mind, all the while allowing for a sort of
reliability provided by a third-person omniscient narrator.
As Jadine sits around the table to listen to Valerian vent about his relationship with his
Son, Michael, who hasn’t visited his family in quite a while, the narrator enters Jadine’s mind
through the use of free indirect discourse. For example, according to the narrator, “Jadine sighed.
She wanted to leave the table, but didn’t know how. Does he want me to stay or doesn’t he? She
wondered. Does he want me to talk or doesn’t he? All I can do is ask polite questions and urge
him to talk if he feels like it. Maybe he should go to Margaret, or change the subject, or have my
head examined for coming here” (72). This example invoked is a perfect example of how
Morrison utilizes free indirect discourse in the novel. In this example, Jadine isn’t silenced by the
narrator, but rather the narrator enters into Jadine’s head and reports how she’s feeling in the
present moment.
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Principle buried in theme in both novels:
Both Zora Neale Hurston and Toni Morrison believed in a woman’s ability to make her
own decisions: a woman’s independence. This principle speaks to the oppressiveness of
femininity, a theme that is prevalent in both novels. Both Janie and Jadine are oppressed,
although in different but similar ways, and the characters and the societies that they are a part of
force the identity of a woman onto both of them. Jadine’s experience of oppression, however, is
limited. Janie is oppressed more often throughout Their Eyes than Jadine is in Tar Baby.
Morrison’s goal was to take back a woman’s power through her voice and her actions. Jadine is
not the typical submissive character. She is a modern-day feminist. Unfortunately, she cannot
avoid the bits of oppression she comes in contact with throughout Morrison’s novel. Her
character, from the beginning, however, seeked to overturn the general gender roles expectations
of society.
According to David Ikard’s “Ruthless Individuality and the Other(ed) Black Women in
Zora Neale Hurston’s Their Eyes Were Watching God”:
Hurston was a trailblazer for black women's empowerment because of her impressive
individual achievements and defiance of socially prescribed gender roles, but she was,
above all, a radical individualist; someone who viewed herself as self-made. She rejected
the idea that slavery stifled black self-determination and was willing, at times, even to
compromise racial justice to achieve individual gain (3).

It is this principle Hurston and Morrison share that created both Their Eyes Were Watching God
and Tar Baby: the belief for black women’s empowerment; the belief in defiance of gender roles.
In order for women to break free of gendered roles, we must have authors write about the
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confinement of these very roles. Both of these women wrote out the confinements of what it is
like being a woman in society, and in doing so they utilized voice as a literary device.
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Conclusion:
In societies all across the world, a woman’s voice is an important weapon. Her voice
represents who she is and what she stands for. Morrison and Hurston understood a woman’s role
in society and, hence, played around with voice as a literary device in their novels. Hurston,
although she may have intended for Janie to find her voice at the end, rather does not allow her
to do so. This is because Janie experiences a double silencing in the novel. That is, silencing
from the characters in the novel as well as the third-person omniscient narrator. While Janie is
indeed double silenced throughout much of Their Eyes, Hurston uses her silence as her strength,
as she is able to control when and when not to speak. In some instances, Janie’s silence can be
viewed as her protest against society’s assumptions, as is made clear at the novel’s opening when
she returns to Eatonville. Janie chooses to be silent. She had an opportunity to speak up and react
to the townspeople's gossip. However, she remained calm and showed maturity. Not only does
her silence protest the townspeople's criticism of and gossip about her but also it shows that Janie
is in control of her emotions. Many critics point to Janie’s silence and perceive her silence as a
negative occurrence. However, Janie’s silence should also be viewed as her strength and her
absolute power. Morrison, on the other hand, created a character, Jadine, who is both fierce and
strong, and who from the beginning of the novel has a voice. And although Morrison utilizes free
indirect discourse as does Hurston, she does not allow this style of writing to silence her
protagonist. Instead free indirect discourse is used in the novel as a device for elevating Jadine’s
voice. Jadine’s character does not face the same oppression and silencing that Janie faces;
nevertheless, Jadine is a woman who refuses to take “no” for an answer; she does not tolerate
disrespect, and because of this, she has exhibited and manifested her power. There are moments
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in Tar Baby when Jadine fails to speak up. However, these scenes can also be viewed as her
being in control of her actions. Both Hurston and Morrison send a message that silence does not
necessarily mean lack of power. Silence could also be one’s strength.
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